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Let a thin lamellar shell enclose a space. The potential at P of any portion has been shown to be Ita>. Let this portion increase and finally cover the shell. If P be inside the empty space the solid angle o> subtended at P increases and is finally 47r. If P be outside, the angle o> will presently begin to decrease and will be finally zero. It follows that the potential of a closed lamellar shell at an internal point is 4<7rlt, at an external point the potential is zero.
353. If a thin lamellar shell is in the presence of a number of magnets, the mutual potential energy of any element dv and the field is —FIdv by Art. 321, where F is the axial component of force at the element dv. Since Idv = $dcr and </> is constant when the distribution of magnetism is lamellar, the mutual potential                    ; \\ c, g
energy of the -whole shell and the field is — $fFd(r. The integral fFd<r represents the flux of the force due to the field entering the-negative side of the shell.
354.   To determine the conditions that the distribution of magnetism is lamellar..                             ilf| ^
Let X, /A, j/, expressed as functions of x, y, z, be the direction cosines of the                             j{' I1-
tangent at any point R of a magnetic line. The analytical condition that the magnetic lines can be cut orthogonally by some system of surfaces is that Xdx•+ (j,dy -f vdz can be made a perfect differential of some function f(x, y, z) by multiplication by a factor, and the orthogonal surfaces are then f(x, y, z)=c. Let p be one of these factors, the three equations
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must then be satisfied by simultaneous values of p and /. If A, B, C be any quantities proportional to X, //,, vt say ^t=mX <£c., we find, by eliminating />/m and/,                               r
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Let a shell be formed by the two surfaces /= c, /= c + dc. Let x, y, z; x + dx> &c. be the coordinates of two adjacent points R, S, one on each surface. The thickness t of the shell at J5 is the sum of the projections of dx, dy, dz on the normal at Jt5, hence                                   pt=p (Xdx4-^dy + vdz] =c//.
The product pi is therefore constant and equal to dc for the shell. Now two quantities (say pt and It) cannot both be constant for the same shell, unless I bear a constant ratio to p. Thus It will be constant only if J=Pp, where P is a function of #, 2/, z which is constant all over the surface /.-c. Hence P=F (/), and it is evident that p' = Pp is another factor which also makes X<&e + &c. a perfect differential, viz. the differential F (f) df. It is therefore necessary that I should be equal to some one of the values of p which satisfy the conditions (1).
Let the magnetism of the body be given by the components A, B, C of the vector I expressed as known functions of a?, y, z. The necessary and aujficient conditions that the distribution of magnetism should be lamellar are that
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